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1 INTRODUCTION 21 IntrodutionThis doument reviews the mirror leaning proedures at NOT and at otherobservatories. The idea is to give an overview of what has been done here andhow, and summarise the results. Also there is a brief overview of the mirrorleaning proedures and results at some other telesopes, based on the googlesearh results. Finally, some suggestions are given onerning the mirror leaningin the near future at NOT.2 Why bother leaning the mirror and how todo itIn order to keep the performane of the telesope at its optimum, one needsto remove dust and dirt from the mirrors. Dust redues the reetivity of themirror, inreases the IR bakground emissivity and the PSF is expeted to bewider due to di�usion.There are at least three di�erent methods of leaning the mirror; CO2-leaning,wet-leaning and leaning using UV-lasers. For freshly deposited dust, CO2leaning is a suÆient method to reover the reetivity. Several users believethat frequent CO2 leaning is neessary with a minimum interval of two weeksand even more often if it is dusty time. It is believed that less frequent lean-ing than every two weeks with CO2 will not give so good results (Kimura et al.PASP 107, 888 (1995)). However, eventually other methods i.e. wet-leaning areneeded to improve the reetivity of a dirty and dusty mirror. This doumenthas a short summary of the CO2- and wet-leaning methods. The UV-lasersbased method is relatively expensive, hene it is not reviewed here.� CO2-leaningThis method is based on CO2-snow whih is blown onto the mirror surfae.CO2 partiles trap and drag the dust by gravity out from the mirror surfae.This proedure is relatively heap and fast done and no hazard to thetelesope. The main limitation is that the humidity must be low enough(say > 40 � 60%) to avoid ondensation on the mirror surfae. Typiallyreetivity improves one to two per ent and also the amount of satteredlight is redued, but only slightly. The CO2-leaning interval is typiallyfrom some weeks to month(s). Frequent CO2-leaning is favoured, beause



2 WHY BOTHER CLEANING THE MIRROR AND HOW TO DO IT 3in a shorter time the dust does not have any time to "sink in to" the mirrorand is easier to remove.� Wet-leaningWet-leaning means leaning the mirror surfae with distilled water, soapand a sponge. Wet leaning dereases the sattered light a lot and reoversthe mirror reetivity better than CO2-leaning. However more manpoweris needed than with the CO2-leaning, and it is somewhat risky to thetelesope itself due of the physial ontat to the mirror and water neareletronis. Wet-leaning is performed typially one a year or more sel-dom.2.1 ProeduresCO2-leaning proedures are similar at all telesopes, but wet-leaning has someminor di�erenes from site to site.� CO2-leaningThe CO2-leaning proedure is simply to spray CO2 all over the mirrorusing a wand. In order to ensure no residues are left on the mirror surfaeCFHT and IRTF use 99.99% pure CO2. However, other users (Kek andMMT) have found that 99% - 99.5% purity works satisfatorily (Kimuraet al. 1995).The main safety issue is stati harge, hene it is important to ground thewand.� Wet-leaningAt some telesopes before spraying water on the mirror surfae, the loosepartiles are removed using CO2. Then the mirror is rinsed with distilledwater. The washing itself has some variations, e.g at KPNO and CTIOthey spray soapy water and use natural sponge, at TNG baby shampoo,at CFHT water with sponge and �nally at NOT otton wool without anysoap. After washing and rinsing the mirror is dried. At CTIO nitrogen gasis used and at KPNO the mirror is patted dry and after that CO2 leanedto remove any traes of lint. At NOT dry mirror ooling air is used to drythe mirror surfae after washing.
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Figure 1: Reetivity (at �=4500 �A) of the telesope mirrors (ombination of M1and M2) measured before (rosses) and after (irles) CO2 leaning. In addition,two measurements after wet-leaning are indiated with rosses. Note that thereetometer was re-alibrated in May 2002 after realuminising the mirrors.
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Figure 2: Reetivity (at �=4500 �A) of M1 measured before and after CO2leaning sine the last aluminising of M1 and M2. The error bars are the standarddeviation of ten reetivity measurements.3 Mirror leaning at NOTThe �rst experiments on CO2 and wet -leaning at NOT were done in 1997. Theonlusions were that both types of leaning an improve the performane of adirty mirror (see Report on Aluminization of Primary 1997, Hugo E. Shwarzhttp://www.not.ia.es/telesope/alu97.ps.gz).3.1 How often?The leaning reords go bak to the end of 1998. Sine then the telesope mir-rors have been leaned 20 times (until 31.3.2004) of whih two times have been\wet" leanings (10.5.2000 and 5.10.1999) and the rest CO2-leanings. There area ouple of long gaps between the leaning, but on average the time betweenthe leanings is about two to three months. Oasionally the CO2-leaning hasbeen terminated, beause of running out of CO2. In more detail, sine the lastaluminising of the mirrors (May 2002) they have been CO2-leaned eight times.
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Figure 3: Same as Fig. 2 but for M2.3.2 Needed man power and \speial" toolsCO2-leaning is a relatively short and heap operation. Inluding all the prepara-tions before hand, suh as bringing the CO2-hoses to the observing oor, power-on the telesope, pointing the telesope almost to the horizon and power-o� thetelesope and tidying after one leaning takes about an hour and a half. Thisinludes measuring the reetivity before and after the leaning. For safety andonveniene reasons usually two people are needed, espeially when measuringthe reetivity. One bottle of CO2, whih ost about 90 euros, is enough for fourto �ve leanings.Wet-leaning is a slightly more time onsuming operation than CO2-leaning,but the leaning materials -distilled water and otton- are heap. Cleaning takesabout half a day for two persons. Preparations inlude tiliting the telesope andattahing plasti around the mirror in order to lead the water away from theeletronis.3.3 ResultsFigure 2 indiates that the upper envelope of the reetivity have little or norelation to the frequeny of the CO2-leaning. The slope of the degradation ofthe M1 is steeper then M2 is. Using the �rst measurement after the aluminisationand the most reent reetivity measurement, the di�erene is 3.4% for M1 and1.2% for M2. Similarly, the biggest reetivity gain after CO2-leaning is about



4 MIRROR CLEANING AT OTHER TELESCOPES 7Table 1: Log of CO2-leanings at NOT sine May 2000, showing reetivity ofM1 and M2 before and after leaning.date M1 before M1 after M2 before M2 after Comment08.03.2004 78.87 79.47 80.29 80.63: M2 partially leaned13.02.2004 77.82 80.0 80.45 80.3416.12.2003 76.6 80.2 81.5 81.402.06.2003 79.32 81.42 80.94 81.5131.12.2002 80.52 81.62 79.62 81.4128.10.2002 79.99 82.01 80.1 81.7619.08.2002 81.34 82.4 81.2 82.218.06.2002 82.81 82.9 81.2 81.8 rem realib.18.05.2001 78.12 79.43 77.64 77.2018.01.2001 78.55 78.95 77.83 78.0615.01.2001 78.86 XX 77.46 XX CO2 bottle empty31.10.2000 82.21 81.56 80.18 78.6318.08.2000 79.59 82.19 79.7 79.7410.05.2000 82.0 83.4 79.6 80.33.6% for M1 and only 1.9% for M2 and the greatest drop from leaning to the timejust before the next leaning is 4.8% for M1 and 2.1% for M2. The di�erenesbetween M1 and M2 is not surprising, beause the M2 is muh better shieldedagainst dust than M1. These results suggest that if the CO2-leaning interval isabout one month or less the reetivity an be kept onstant within a ouple ofperent or better. Unfortunately there are no sattering measurements available.4 Mirror leaning at other telesopesThis setion gives misellaneous omments on mirror leaning from some othertelesopes.� KPNO(http://laret.kpno.noao.edu/glaspey/KP/Coatings/Conferene2001/MirrorCleaning/sld005.htm)The mirrors are CO2-leaned when ever it is needed, but the goal is at least



4 MIRROR CLEANING AT OTHER TELESCOPES 8one a month. When there is only dust in the mirrors just CO2-leaning isused. They have used industrial grade CO2, without any problems.� CFHT(http://www.fht.hawaii.edu/Referene/Bulletin/Bull28/28.html) (1993)Their experiene is that CO2-leaning inreases reetivity by about 1.3%and \wet" leaning about 3.5%. Sattering shows similar trends, CO2improves by a fator of 1.6 and wet-leaning by a fator of 4.2.� 3.5m ARC telesope at Apahe Point Observatory(http://www.apo.nmsu.edu/Telesopes/eng.papers/4010-24� spie.htm)(1999)They have monthly CO2-leaning apart from major dust events or if avisual inspetion suggests inreased sattered light. For the justi�ation ofa dust event, the site has two Met 1 partile ounters, one in the dome andone outside. The APO have found that CO2-leaning removes about 35%of the aumulated dust. They have used TMA Mirosan satterometerand have found that the satterometer must have the same temperature asthe measured surfae. Errors as large as 8% have been seen with a 20 Deg.C. di�erential.� ESO/NTT (Messenger 103, 3/2001)They have routine CO2-leaning one a week if the weather permits (lowenough humidity). The reetivity is measured on a monthly basis. Wetleaning has been performed if the reetivity has dropped below 88% at6700�A. In reality this means about one a year. The timing of the leaninghas been hosen for the time when the humidity is high, hene the frequenyof the CO2-leaning is disrupted.� CTIO 4m telesopeThey wet lean the mirror every six months. The needed man power is 2persons for the washing and at least 3 assistants. The whole proess takesthree hours of whih �rst hour is for the preparations. For washing theyuse Orvus soap (sodium lauryl sulphate??) and nitrogen gas for drying.Between August 1998 and August 2000 the average gain per leaning ses-sion was +0.36% and -0.28% in reetivity and sattering, respetively, inthe visible.� 8.2m Subaru Telesope (Iye et al. astro-ph 0405012)The main mirror is routinely CO2-leaned every 2-3 weeks. The reetiv-



5 NEAR FUTURE PLANS 9ity is kept better than 82-83% and the surfae roughness is 70-80 �A asmeasured using a satter meter (6700 �A).� WHT (M.F. Blanken et al. The ING Newsletter No. 7 De. 2003)(http://www-kpno.kpno.noao.edu/glaspey/KP/Coatings/Conferene2001/ING/index.html)http://www.ing.ia.es/ eng/mehanial/Group�stu�/Optis/reetivity�results/Reetivity�frame.htmAt the ING the main mirrors are CO2-leaned one a month. Mirror mea-surements are taken before and after the leaning and every further twoweeks to hek the state of the mirrors.The wet leaning has only be done on the INT. They get the best resultwhen the mirror is in the mirror ell and vertial. They try to do wetlening every 6 months but it depends on shedules and work loads. Theywash with the vapour leaners, otter soap and natural sponges. They onlyuse the sponges with a dabbing motion and not wiping them beause theygive miro srathes.They have found that the CO2-leaning improves the reetivity by 1-2and redues the sattering very little. The wet washing is a lot better andrestores the mirror to nearly fresh aluminum values.5 Near future plansSine it is almost two years sine the aluminisation of the mirrors, wet leaninghas been sheduled at the end of May. After that the mirrors should be regu-larly CO2-leaned, in order to see if the reetivity dereases in a similar way asbetween May 2002 to May 2004. This will hopefully help to �nd the optimum in-terval for the CO2-leaning. Also, monthly intervals of CO2-leaning should keepthe reetivity within a ouple of perent exluding the \normal" degradation ofthe aluminium.In the near future it should be aimed to have:� Regular CO2-leaning (about one month intervals)� ING measurements, whih inlude the sattering measuremnts in a 1-2month interval plus our own \normal" measurements� Regular standard-star observations


